The headquarters of police and security in Kuwait has denied reports that a submarine was kidnaped in Kuwait. (Cairo, "TNA") Apr 60.

EICHMANN DOCUMENTS--The Yad Vashem Memorial Authority on June 6 began handing over documents connected with the crimes of Eichmann to Police Bureau 06 which is conducting the investigation against Eichmann. The documents include a report on a discussion which was held at the Chief Security Ministry of the Third Reich on March 6, 1942. Adolf Eichmann presided over this meeting, which was held in Dusseldorf and reported on the deportation of an additional 55,000 Jews from Germany, Austria, and Czechoslovakia. Technical details of transport and means to keep the matter secret were also discussed. Dr. Arie Kubovy, the chairman of Yad Vashem, told our correspondent that his office today handed over to the Foreign Ministry two additional lists containing the names of 325 Nazi war criminals. The Foreign Ministry will send these lists to the West German judicial authorities. Dr. Kubovy announced that an Adolf Eichmann exhibition will be opened on June 15. A former partisan fighter, the priest Alexander Bogen, is preparing this exhibition. (Jerusalem, Rome, June 6, 1960, 11:30 GMT--M) (UNCLASSIFIED)